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17.30 Welcome and introduction
Jessica Brackmann, University of Zurich – CUREM

AI in Real Estate: Navigating the Future Landscape
Dr. Nikodem Szumilo, Associate Professor, University College London (UCL)

18.15 Q&A
Moderated by Alice Hollenstein and Jessica Brackmann, University of Zurich –
CUREM

18.30 Apéro with Christmas Music
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1. Mathematics with generative AI
– Code Interpreter 

2. Cash flow analysis
– Reading in a rent roll
– Assumptions 
– Prompt structure  

3. Structure of the output
– Excel tables 
– Functions 

4. Standard risk analysis 
– Sensitivity analysis 
– Scenario analysis 
– Scenario building 
– Monte Carlo analysis 

5. Complex risk analysis 
– Monte Carlo and correlated risks
– Interactive risk analysis 

6. Adding qualitative information to risk analysis 
– Adding reports 
– Flexing assumptions 

7. Understanding and presenting risk
– What to report and how

Structure

– 5
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Developing use cases of AI:
• Data analysis 
• Marketing and sales (insights and matching) 
• Valuation 
• Debt financing (analysis)
• Tenant communication 
• Compliance 
• ESG reporting

Generative AI

Generating first drafts of texts:

– e-mail correspondence 

– articles

– press releases

– investment memorandums

– drafts of legal documents
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• Capable of creating new content: text, images, files
• Trained on massive amounts of data
• Generate outputs based on training data
• Can learn the underlying patterns and structures in the data

Recent breakthroughs:  
– Ease of communication (chat)
– Public availability
– Quality of generated content (text, images and videos) 
– Logical thinking
– Original content
– Internet access

Generative AI
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Main Models – comparison

– Best overall and for coding and complex operations 

– Requires paid subscription to access full capabilities

– Best for: unknown – expected to beat ChatGPT4

– Has access to Google’s search index, Knowledge Graph and YouTube data

Claude 2 (Anthropic)

– Best for large volumes of text, writing, reasoning

– Focused on safe and honest AI 

Bing (Microsoft)

– Best for quick searches, free high-quality output and images 

– Combines GPT-4 with Internet access and DALL-e (image AI)

ChatGPT (OpenAI)

Bard (Google)



Basic data processing 
and visualisation
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1. Make a graph of this data:
Year Price
2005 156236.25
2006 168513
2007 185196.3333
2008 176852.75
2009 161147.9167
2010 170364.5833
2011 167888.4167
2012 168555.6667
2013 172889.6667
2014 186769.75
2015 197890
2016 211724.6667
2017 221402.6667
2018 228354.0833
2019 230611.8333
2020 237217.5833
2021 258430.25
2022 283721.3333
2023 285776.5

Animations

2. Animate it. I want each year to 
appear sequentially. 
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Give me a file with an interactive map 
plotting the following points. Use 
Folium. 
Tallest buildings in the world Wikipedia 

Interactive map (points)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_buildings


Cash flow
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What are the current rents and vacancy rates in 
Zurich office markets?

I'm doing a cash flow analysis and I need to 
forecast the two variables over the next 5 years. 
Based on the sources you found, give me your 
best guess of what those values could be. 

Can you give me these in a table?

Current level and assumptions
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Flex a set of assumptions and report the outcome.

Scenario analysis 
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Have a conversation about scenarios and 
corresponding assumptions. 
Use qualitative data (inc. environmental risk) for 
scenario building. 

Worried about interest rates staying higher for longer?
Not sure about the longevity of the office market and 
the exit yield? 

Ask ChatGPT to generate a scenario. 

Scenario analysis 
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Run a Monte Carlo simulation and show the 
distribution of the IRR. 
Automatically makes assumptions about 
which assumptions to flex and their 
distributions. 

Monte Carlo Analysis



Research, analysis and 
strategy
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78 pages 

Large content analysis

Read this report. Summarise what it 
means for real estate professionals in 
Switzerland. 

Make it more specific to Switzerland. 
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Large content analysis

78 pages 

Read this report. Summarise what it 
means for real estate professionals in 
Switzerland. 

Make it more specific to Switzerland. 

Give some recommendations for real 
estate investors in Zurich. 
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Large content analysis

Tell me more about point 2. Make 
recommendations like an expert 
analyst. Give examples and use 
chain of logic.  



Adoption and skills

Analysing cash flows with AI
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The future of AI work

• AI allows skilled people to complete 
their work much faster

• Virtually every job will benefit from AI

• More decision-making focus

• More demand for data 
collection/cleaning 

• Less time for analytical work 

Who does the work Who captures value

• More work for seniors (decisions) and 
juniors (data/technical work)

• Less work for mid-level professionals 
(senior/specialised analysts, managers)

• More work for skilled AI professionals

• Data owners 

• Senior decision makers 

• AI experts 

How work is done What work is done
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Threats and Opportunities 

Opportunities

– Higer productivity 

– More analytical profession

– New business (solutions and support)

Threats

– Errors

– Ethics/security 

– Lack of regulation

– Obsolesce 
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– Higer productivity 

– More analytical approach

– New roles (prompt engineer) 

– Errors/overdependence 

– Ethics

– Obsolesce

– Ignorance  
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Bottom-up beats top-down:
- real estate doesn’t like innovation 
- the market environment doesn’t support big investments 
- there are some big gains to be made cheaply  

1.  Start Small and Scale Gradually
2. Leverage Existing AI Tools and Platforms
3. Outsource AI Expertise
4. Focus on Data Management
5. Employee Training and Engagement
6. Prioritize Quick Wins
7. Monitor Industry Trends and Competitors
8. Plan for Gradual Expansion

AI adoption strategy

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nikodem-szumilo-0928b335_aiinrealestate-aiadoption-innovation-activity-7137425311062749184-5YWj?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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Harvard + BCG study

Consultants using AI:
1. finished 12.2% more tasks on average, 
2. completed tasks 25.1% more quickly, 
3. produced 40% higher quality results.

Those with training at using AI were even better.  

For tasks that AI is not designed to be good at, 
consultants were faster but made more mistakes. 

Faster but not always better

Source: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4573321
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www.vari-kp.com

info@vari-kp.com

THANK YOU

Niko Szumilo

http://www.vari-kp.com/


28

Q&A 



29

Apéro ;)
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